There is growing interest in combining microphysical models and polarimetric radar observations to improve our understanding of storms and precipitation. Mapping model-predicted variables into the radar observational space necessitates a forward operator, which requires assumptions that introduce uncertainties into model-observation comparisons. These include uncertainties arising from the microphysics scheme a priori assumptions of a fixed drop size distribution (DSD) functional form, whereas natural DSDs display far greater variability. To address this concern, this study presents a moment-based polarimetric radar forward operator with no fundamental restrictions on the DSD form by linking radar observables to integrated DSD moments. The forward operator is built upon a dataset of > 200 million realistic DSDs from one-dimensional bin microphysical rain shaft simulations, and surface disdrometer measurements from around the world. This allows for a robust statistical assessment of forward operator uncertainty and quantification of the relationship between polarimetric radar observables and DSD moments. Comparison of "truth" and forward-simulated vertical profiles of the polarimetric radar variables are shown for bin simulations using a variety of moment combinations. Higher-order moments (especially those optimized for use with the polarimetric radar variables: the 6th and 9th) perform better than the lower-order moments (0th and 3rd) typically predicted by many bulk microphysics schemes. proximations explicitly made in the formulation of the microphysics schemes. For example, most 84 bulk microphysics parameterization schemes assume a functional form for the PSD, typically one 85 that facilitates analytic integration (like the gamma PSD mentioned above). This leads to a unique 86 mapping between model-predicted variables (e.g., total number concentration, total mass content) 87 5 and radar observational quantities. Real PSDs, however, have much greater variability (i.e., not 88 all PSDs have shapes well defined by the simple analytic PSDs assumed in most bulk schemes), 89 leading to a greater number of degrees of freedom than bulk schemes are able to represent. In 90 other words, although there is a unique mapping between PSD moments and radar variables for 91 most bulk microphysics schemes, no such relationship exists in nature 1 (with the exception of a 92 nearly unique mapping between the sixth moment of the raindrop size distribution and radar re-93 flectivity). This necessitates a treatment that accounts for this model deficiency in order to make 94 valid comparisons between radar variables resulting from real and simulated PSDs. 95 This paper circumvents the problem of imposed PSD shape by creating a moment-based forward 96 operator: one that does not assume any PSD functional form. The moment-based forward operator 97 developed herein is flexible and can be used with a variety of bulk microphysics schemes: it 98 directly connects the polarimetric radar variables to integrated PSD moments, regardless of the 99 underlying PSD functional form assumed in such schemes. For example, traditional two-moment 100 bulk microphysics schemes predict mixing ratios for mass (proportional to the third moment) 101 and total number (the zeroth moment). Inputs from such a scheme for the forward operator are 102 values of the zeroth and third moments at each model grid point, with no assumptions about 103 the underlying PSD shape. Note that the moment-based approach is necessary in order to use 104 instrument forward operators with bulk microphysics schemes that do not assume an underlying 105 functional PSD form (e.g., Chen and Liu 2004; Szyrmer et al. 2005; Laroche et al. 2005; Kogan 106
Introduction

41
There is growing interest in combining numerical models and observations to further our un-42 derstanding of weather and climate. For microphysical comparisons, polarimetric Doppler radar 43 is a particularly attractive choice of observations, owing to the fact that these data can provide M k [dB] = 10 × log 10 M k mm k m −3 1 mm k m −3
Note that the units depend on moment order k. The moment values will be expressed in dB for the 182 remainder of the paper. In the current paper, we relate the polarimetric radar variables computed (2011) . This is the same method employed by Kumjian and Prat (2014) and numerous other 191 studies.
192
As mentioned in the introduction, we have not explored the effect of other sources of uncer-193 tainty such as choice of drop shape model, liquid water temperatures, and distribution of canting 194 angles − we have focused solely on the uncertainty associated with the mapping between model- 195 predicted quantities (integrated DSD moments) and polarimetric radar variables that is related to 196 natural DSD variability. Uncertainty not estimated here can be easily added in subsequent work 197 by summation of variances, assuming no correlation between different error terms. Thurai et al. 198 (2007) showed that, at S band, the discrepancies in Z H and K DP arising from different choices of 199 raindrop shape models and liquid water temperature are negligible, whereas Z DR differences could 200 10 be up to 0.1 − 0.2 dB in magnitude for a small subset of DSDs characterized by large median drop 201 sizes. For most of the DSD parameter space considered by our forward operator, then, we expect 202 the added uncertainty arising from these choices to be smaller than the spread in Z DR values arising 203 owing to natural variability. variables and moments of different order k. As expected, some moments exhibit much clearer 207 relationships with the radar variables than others. For example, Z H is nearly perfectly described by 208 M 6 , whereas the dependence on M 0 is rather weak (Fig. 1 ). This is expected given that M 6 defines 209 the radar reflectivity factor for spherical liquid drops with diameters small compared to the radar 210 wavelength; at S band, most drops are safely considered electromagnetically small. That is to say, 211 the Rayleigh approximation holds for all but the largest raindrops, where minor deviations from a 212 linear Z H − M 6 relationship arise. K DP (Fig. 3) 
248
To objectively quantify variability in prognostic moment pairs, we define a variable ξ :
where M and N are the number of bins for discretized moments M k and M j , respectively; σ X is 250 the standard deviation of the detrended polarimetric radar variable X for the m th bin of M k and n th 251 bin of M j , and P is the joint normalized probability distribution function (PDF) of moments M k 252 and M j in bins m and n, respectively. Physically, ξ represents the PDF-weighted spread in a given 253 radar variable for a given pair of moments (M k , M j ). Note that K DP is expressed in dB for these 254 calculations to facilitate comparison with Z H and Z DR .
255
The PDF weighting ensures that contributions from rare or outlier pixels are commensurate with 256 their occurrence. However, the PDF generated by the bin simulations and disdrometer data is arbi- The resulting ξ maps are shown in Figure 5 . One can see that ξ is minimized for different 264 pairs of moments for Z H , Z DR , and K DP . This is expected, given that each variable has different 265 dependencies on the DSD. For example, given that Z H is nearly equal to M 6 at S band, most com-266 binations of M 6 and another moment provide the lowest ξ values (Fig. 5a ). In contrast, (M 5 , M 9 ) 267 produces the lowest ξ for Z DR (Fig. 5b) . Also note the large ξ values for moment order less than or 268 13 equal to M 3 , which reveals large variability in the radar variables for the moments traditionally pre-269 dicted by bulk microphysics schemes. To identify the moment pair that minimizes variability for 270 all three variables, ξ (Z H ), ξ (Z DR ), and ξ (K DP ) were normalized by their respective mean values 271 and summed together (Fig. 5d ). The moment pair that yielded the minimum variability 2 and thus 272 is determined to be the optimum moment pair for informing models with dual-polarization radar 273 observations was found to be (M 6 , M 9 ). For the remainder of the paper, we will show traditional 274 prognosed moments (M 0 , M 3 ) and the ones indicated by this analysis (M 6 , M 9 ). Additionally, given The moment-based forward operator is built using the full (combined) dataset rather than the 280 subsampled one. This is because we desire the forward operator to cover the maximum possible 281 spread of moment values, even if these values are rare in nature. We take a lookup less confidence is placed on comparing Z DR to observations owing to calibration issues, or on K DP owing to difficulties in its estimation because of noisy total differential phase (Φ DP ) fields, one could weight the summation away from one of the variables in favor of the other two. 3 If normalized by M 6 , then M 9 could be considered the "reflectivity-weighted mass" of the distribution.
×1-dB moment bins were an adequate balance between attaining sufficiently high resolution in 289 the M j -M k parameter space and keeping the look-up tables manageable in size for our purposes 290 herein. Note that the forward operator may be easily updated as more DSD data become available 291 (e.g., from ongoing and future field campaigns), or with additional bin model simulations, etc., High skewness magnitude and kurtosis imply that the uncertainty within these regions is non- shaft.
359 Figure 10 compares the performances of three different versions of the forward operator: (M 0 ,
360
M 3 ) ( Fig. 10a-c) , a commonly used pair of prognostic moments for two-moment bulk micro-361 physics parameterization schemes, (M 3 , M 6 ) ( Fig. 10d-f ), and (M 6 , M 9 ) ( Fig. 10g-i) . This example 362 uses the same initial DSD aloft as in Fig. 9 , with the output time t = 10 minutes shown. It is clear it is less accurate. This is a novel feature of the moment-based forward operator presented here.
368
That the "truth" profiles fall outside the forward operator ±1 standard deviation bars illustrates the 369 low-information content of M 0 and M 3 for the polarimetric radar variables, and is not unexpected, 370
given that approximately 32% of all forward-simulated values will fall outside these bounds, as-
371
suming Gaussian error statistics. Furthermore, in the case of (M 0 , M 3 ), Fig. 8 suggests that the 372 standard deviation may not well-characterize errors given strong deviations from Gaussianity.
373 Figure 11 shows another example; this time, the simulation is initialized with a normalized 374 gamma DSD aloft with much lower rainfall rate (∼0.3 mm hr −1 ), again one that was not included 375 in the initial dataset. As with the previous example, we see a marked improvement of the forward 376 operator performance going from (M 0 , M 3 ) ( Fig. 11a-c) to (M 3 , M 6 ) ( Fig. 11d-f ) and again to 377 (M 6 , M 9 ) ( Fig. 11g-i) . Once again, the ±1 standard deviation bars reflect the increasing forward both light and heavier rainfall rates. These results show that using a bulk microphysics scheme 383 that predicts M 3 and M 6 (and/or M 9 ) instead of M 0 and M 3 is better for use of dual-polarization 384 radar data as a constraint or for data assimilation. Note that including M 3 as a prognostic variable 385 is important for conserving mass in models, so not predicting it may be problematic in practice.
386
Thus, we advocate for models to use M 3 and M 6 as prognostic variables for two-moment schemes, 387 or M 3 , M 6 , and M 9 as prognostic variables for three-moment schemes. For two-moment bulk 388 microphysics schemes that predict M 0 and M 3 , dual-polarization radar data may still be used, just 389 with considerably larger errors and greater uncertainty in the mapping between model-predicted 390 quantities and the observed radar quantities. Whereas our forward operator attempts to quantify 391 this uncertainty, existing forward operators use the model-assumed DSD shape (which forces a 392 unique mapping between the predicted variables and radar variables that does not exist in nature) 393 and does not quantify uncertainties associated with this assumption.
394
In principle, the approach outlined above can be extended to any number of moments and any 395 radar variable with an accurate DSD-based forward operator. We have tested a three-moment 
413
The data reveal a strong relationship between the sixth moment of the DSD (M 6 ) and radar 414 reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization Z H , as expected: for spherical liquid droplets with di-415 ameters small compared to the radar wavelength, the reflectivity factor is exactly equal to M 6 . The 416 specific differential phase K DP was most closely related to M 4 and M 5 , as reported in some previ-417 ous studies (e.g., Sachidananda and Zrnić 1986; Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001; Lee et al. 2004; 418 Maki et al. 2005) . In contrast, differential reflectivity Z DR showed no strong relationship with any 419 of the DSD moments, but tended to have slightly reduced spread for higher-order moments. Future 420 work will explore additional observations and their relationships to DSD moments, such as mean 421 Doppler velocity from vertically pointing radar, lidar backscatter, etc.
422
The dataset was subsampled to 2 × 10 5 DSDs based on a climatology of observed rainfall in the Choosing these optimal moments is a way of recasting DSD variability such that natural variability variables. This implies that, when comparing rain microphysical models and polarimetric radar 429 observations, predicting higher-order moments (as opposed to or in addition to M 0 and M 3 ) could 430 significantly improve the information content obtained from the radar variables.
431
A forward operator was developed to relate integrated DSD moments to polarimetric radar vari- for different rainshafts of varying rainfall rate, including more exotic DSDs arising from size sort-439 ing early in the rainshaft evolution. In contrast, the forward operators with lower moment orders 440 performed worse. The forward operator also correctly predicted its uncertainty, with greater vari-441 ability indicated for the less accurate versions. This is a novel aspect of the operator developed 442 herein.
443
The optimal moments for informing on the dual-polarization radar variables are of higher order 444 than bulk microphysics schemes typically prognose. Though such high moments individually 445 may not provide much of a constraint for lower-order moments needed for such schemes, they with lower-order moments typically prognosed (like M 3 ).
454
The moment-based forward operator developed herein is necessary for coupling radar observa-455 tions with bulk microphysics schemes that do not assume a DSD functional form (e.g., Chen and 
